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1 Introduction & Motivation

Liquid Argon Time Projection Chambers (LArTPCs) are detectors used to observe neutrino and Argon
atom interactions for the Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE) conducted at Fermilab and the
Sanford Underground Research Facility [1]. When a neutrino and Argon atom collide in the LArTPC, this is
known as an event. The energy and trajectory from these events are measured via the charge and scintillation
light emitted. The charge is observed on the anode wire planes of the LArTPC while the light is collected
at the end of the detector.

LArTPCs are designed to effectively study high energy events events ranging from 0.1-10 GeV. Any event
below 5 MeV will only reach one to two of the anode wire planes and the light is collected with low efficiency,
which results in a small signal readout (Figure 1) [2]. Introducing photosensitive dopants to the LArTPCs
can lead to improved readouts of these low energy events. The dopants will convert the emitted scintillation
light into ionization charge and more charge will be detected by the anode wire planes [2]. Our aim is to
measure how dopants will improve the detection and collection of charge and the energy resolution for low
energy events.

Figure 1: Small Signal Readout

Creating and analyzing low energy Monte Carlo simulations based on the conditions of the LArTPCs when
dopants are present and absent will aid in the reconstruction of energy particles and enhance the energy
resolution of these low energy events.

2 Methods

To observe the changes in the energy collected for low energy events, two sets of simulated electron samples
were used: monoenergetic 2.5 MeV and a range of 0-10 MeV electrons. Each sample contained approximately
one million events to analyze. With these samples, energy distribution plots were created with full LArSoft
Reconstruction, LArSoft files which contained stored data products from the created events, and ROOT
software.
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3 Results

I. Variable Selection

The initial steps for improving energy reconstruction and resolution include selecting relevant variables
that can accurately depict the energies of the low energy events studied. The monoenergetic 2.5 MeV
sample included events when the LArTPCs were undoped and fully doped. The variables associated with
an undoped LArTPC that had positive correlations with when the true energy (trueE) and true energy
deposited (trueEdep) were plotted against the wire’s sum charge (wireQ).

Figure 2: Undoped TrueE vs WireQ Plot

Figure 3: Undoped TrueEdep vs WireQ Plot

These linear trends show that as both trueE and trueEdep increase or decrease in energy, the wireQ variable
behaves in a similar fashion. As a result, when these variables are reconstructed to enhance the detection of
low energy events, the reconstruction will not be skewed towards one of the variables.
The trueE, trueEdep variables had a positive correlation with the wireQ variable for a fully doped LArTPC.
(Figure 4 & Figure 5)
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Figure 4: Doped TrueE vs WireQ Plot

Figure 5: Doped TrueEdep vs WireQ Plot

Noting the positive correlations between these variables in undoped and doped condition exhibits how well
their energies behave in either condition the LArTPC is in, which further reveals why these variables are
suitable for energy reconstruction.
Furthermore, another positive correlation was found between the number of hits detected (hitQ) and the
true energy detected. The linear trend between the hitQ and trueE further show that when these variables
are used for energy reconstruction, there is less likely to to be any energy skewed and result in inaccurate
reconstructed energy for the low energy events (Figure 6).

II. Determining Figures of Merit

As the trueE, trueEdep variables showcased linear trends with the wireQ, and hitQ variables, these variables
are optimal for energy reconstruction. Consequently, these variables can be used to enhance the energy
resolution of the low energy events. Identifying a narrow spread of energy for low energy events leads to
improved energy resolution because the energy associated with the variables of low energy events can be
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Figure 6: Undoped TrueEdep vs WireQ Plot

directly pinpointed in that narrow spread, versus of being determined from a wide spread of energy. Using
these four variables to create figures of merit can determine how wide the energy spread is for the low energy
events, thus showcasing how the energy resolution is improved.

The Four figures of merit were used to determine the energy resolution of electron samples from un-
doped and doped LArTPCs: 1) reconstructedwireQ

trueEdep , 2) reconstructedhitQ
trueEdep , 3) reconstructedwireQ−trueEdep

trueEdep , 4)
reconstructedwireQ−trueE

trueE . Figures of merit #1 &#2 are ratio based while #3 & #4 are percent difference
based. Observing how well these figures of merit enhances the energy resolution will help us determine which
of four selected variables are essential for energy reconstruction and improving energy resolution.

When comparing the ratio figures of merit #1 and #2 based on the 2.5 MeV electron sample, we observe
that figure of merit #1 (light blue) (Figure 7) has lower energy resolution percentage than figure of merit #2
(dark blue) when the percentage of dopant increased from 0% to 100%. As the energy resolution percentage
decreases, the spread of energy for the variables used for the energy resolution exhibit a narrow spread of
energy.

Furthermore, when observing the percent-difference figures of merit #3 & #4 based on the 2.5 MeV electron
sample, they performed slightly better than the ratio figures of merit (Figure 8). Although both figures of
merit #3 & #4 heavily overlapped, the figure of merit #4 showed improved energy resolution as the amount
of dopant increased from 50% to 100% and as there was 0% dopant present.

After discovering how well the energy resolution was improved based on the percent difference figures of
merit, completing an energy scan for figures of merit #3 & #4 was critical for understanding how the
energy resolution for the 0-10 MeV electron sample is impacted. This step imperative for determining which
variables and which figure of merit can effectively refine the energy resolution and reconstruction a range of
low energy events.

The energy scans completed for figures of merit #3 & #4 both exhibited low energy resolution percentages
when 25% and 100% of dopants were added (Figure 9 & 10). Although the figure of merit #4 had a lower
energy resolution percentage than the figure of merit #3 in undoped conditions (pure liquid argon), the
figure of merit #3 produced an energy resolution percentage for all the low energy events from 0-10 MeV
while the figure of merit #4 only produced energy resolution readouts from 2-10 MeV.
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Figure 7: Ratio Figure of Merit Energy Resolution Plot

Figure 8: Energy Resolution Plot for 4 Figures of Merit

III. Conducting An Additional Energy Scan

Given the discontinuity between the energy scans for the percent difference figures of merit, we wanted to
look into an additional percent difference figure of merit to determine how well this particular figure of
merit boosts energy resolution when using two of the four variables selected for energy reconstruction and
improving energy resolution. A distinct figure of merit used was reconstructedhitQ−trueEdep

trueEdep (Figure 11). We

noticed with this particular figure of merit that as the amount of dopant increased from 25% to 100%, the
energy resolution percentage was between 1% and 7% while the energy resolution percentage for undoped
conditions (pure liquid argon) was in between the range of 3.5% and 8.5%.
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Figure 9: Energy Scans for Energy Resolution (Figure of Merit #3)

Figure 10: Energy Scans for Energy Resolution ( Figure of Merit #4)
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Figure 11: Energy Scans for Energy Resolution (HitQ & TrueEdep)
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4 Conclusion

Although we found both figures of merit #3 and reconstructedhitQ−trueEdep
trueEdep had similar resolution percent-

ages, figure of merit #3 appeared to be more effective when dopants were added, as the energy resolution
percentage decreased to 1%-3.5% for the 0-10 MeV sample. However, the reconstructedhitQ−trueEdep

trueEdep figure of

merit showed improved energy resolution in undoped conditions (Pure Liquid Argon).

Overall, these energy distribution plots have given us confidence to select one figure of merit to utilize when
measuring the energy of low energy events in LArTPCs. Currently, the figure of merit #3 will be the optimal
measurement for low energy events in doped LArTPCS. However, utilizing the reconstructedhitQ−trueEdep

trueEdep
figure of merit when no dopants are added to the LArTPCs will also result in improved energy collection
observation for low energy events.

In the near future, we will revisit the energy scan of figure of merit #4 , as there may be a bug present
that prohibits any energy resolution percentage calculations for low energy events ranging form 0-2 MeV.
We plan to conduct another energy resolution scan to make the final decision for which figure of merits to
utilize when dopants are present or absent in LArTPCs.
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